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Abstract

By atom manipulation we performed on-surface chemical reactions of a single molecule on a

multilayer insulating film using non-contact atomic force microscopy (AFM). The single-electron

sensitivity of AFM allows following the addition of single electrons to the molecule and the investi-

gation of the reaction products. By performing a novel strategy based on long lived doubly-charged

states a single molecule is fragmented. The fragmentation can be reverted by again changing the

charge-state of the system, characterizing a reversible reaction. The experimental results in addi-

tion with density-functional theory provide insight into the charge-states of the different products

and reaction pathways. Similar molecular systems could be used as charge-transfer units and to

induce reversible chemical reactions.

PACS numbers: 68.37.Ps, 68.35.-p, 68.43.-h, 82.30.Qt, 82.37.Gk11
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On-surface intramolecular chemical reactions involve the dissociation, formation and re-12

arrangement of covalent bonds within molecules on surfaces [1–4]. With scanning probe13

microscopy, reactions of different molecular systems on surfaces have been thoroughly in-14

vestigated [5–11]. On metals and semiconductors, where the scanning tunneling microscope15

(STM) can be used, usually currents on the order of nano- to picoamperes are required16

to inelastically excite particular vibrational modes to initiate a reaction [5, 12, 13]. Also17

on ultra-thin insulating layers, as for example bilayer NaCl on Cu, tunneling currents in18

the picoampere regime are accessible and often employed for tip-induced chemical reac-19

tions [14, 15]. Insulating films are important for avoiding current leakage in single-electron20

devices. However, there are challenges in studying on-surface chemistry on insulators. With21

increasing thickness of the insulating film the maximum accessible tunneling current de-22

creases exponentially [16], until in the limit of bulk insulators no tunneling current between23

tip and sample is possible within the insulator gap. Hence, one cannot apply a current be-24

tween tip and substrate through the molecule to promote chemical reactions. For this reason25

no molecular reactions have been demonstrated by atom manipulation on bulk insulators26

to date. In addition, only few examples of on-surface chemistry by thermal annealing on27

defect-free insulators have been reported to date [3, 17–21].28

Novel strategies are desired to perform chemical reactions on insulators by atom ma-29

nipulation. The atomic force microscope (AFM), capable of operating on insulators, offers30

the spatial resolution needed [22]. Atomic manipulation and controlling the positions of31

adatoms by AFM have been demonstrated [23–25]. With the proven single-electron sensi-32

tivity [22, 26, 27], AFM is the ideal tool for following chemical reactions based on employing33

different charge states of adsorbates on insulators. In addition, employing multiple charge34

states provides different reaction pathways for novel on-surface syntheses. Here, we present35

the reversible dissociation of 10,11-diiodonaphtho[1,2,3,4-ghi]perylene (DINP) adsorbed on36

an insulator. AFM is used for probing the attachment/detachment of single electrons to37

DINP by imaging the products and evaluating the charge states of the products.38

We show that singly negatively charged DINP is stable, as is the singly positively charged39

DINP on NaCl. Upon attachment of two electrons, the doubly negatively charged DINP40

fragments into an aryne and two iodide ions. The dissociation is reversible. By removing two41

electrons from the dissociated products, a neutral DINP molecule is reestablished. Density-42

functional theory (DFT) calculations support the hypothesized individual charges of the43
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fragmented products.44

The measurements were performed in a combined STM/AFM that utilizes a qPlus tuning45

fork sensor [28], operated in the frequency-modulation mode [29]. An oscillation amplitude46

A varying between 4 to 6 Å was chosen to increase the signal-to-noise ratio in detecting single47

charges. The microscope was operated under ultrahigh vacuum (p ≈ 10−11 mbar) and low48

temperature (T ≈ 5 K) conditions. Voltages were applied to the sample. As substrate we49

used a Cu(111) single crystal covered with different layer thicknesses of NaCl. One part50

of the crystal is covered with NaCl bilayer islands for tip preparation, the other part was51

covered with a NaCl film of more than 10 monolayers thick, precluding charge transfer to52

the metal below on time-scales of the experiments [16]. Molecules were evaporated onto the53

cold (10 K) sample. Cu terminated AFM tips were prepared by controlled indentation into54

the copper substrate. Selected AFM tips had a ∆f of less than -1 Hz at tunneling currents55

of 1 pA and 0.2 V while on bilayer NaCl and a maximum ∆f of 3 Hz while at 1 pA and56

2 V. Such tips allowed resolution on charge-state transitions of the reactants on multilayer57

thick films. As the tips are Cu terminated, no atomic spatial resolution can be achieved on58

molecules [30].59

By employing a multilayer insulating film, the only possible electron-transfer pathway60

is between the tip and DINP, as sketched in Fig. 1 (a). DINP, whose chemical structure61

is displayed in Fig. 1 (b), is imaged on the multilayer NaCl film by AFM with a metal62

tip, in constant-height mode. The AFM image reveals two overlapping lobes (Fig. 1 (c)).63

The larger lobe corresponds to the hydrocarbon part of DINP whereas the smaller lobe64

corresponds to its two iodines. These assignments are corroborated by the comparison to65

the contrast of DINP on bilayer NaCl/Cu(111) obtained with high-resolution AFM images66

using CO-functionalized tips [31].67

To investigate the stability of DINP upon electron attachment and detachment, a ∆f (V )68

spectrum is obtained: the tip is placed above of the molecule at constant height and the69

sample voltage is swept accordingly to reach the desired charge state of the molecule. The tip70

height for the ∆f (V ) spectra is set 5 Å closer than the set point value of ∆f = -0.5 Hz and V71

= 0.4 V above the NaCl surface. Upon accessing the appropriate molecular energy level, an72

electron can be transferred between tip and molecule. The change in charge state is observed73

as a transition from one ∆f (V ) parabola to another one, typically giving rise to a step in the74

∆f (V ) spectrum [26, 32]. Here, sweeping the sample voltage to 2 V, the lowest unoccupied75
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the experimental arrangement. Because of the NaCl thickness being

larger than 10 monolayers, electron transfer is possible only between tip and molecule. (b) DINP

model. (c) Constant-height AFM image of DINP on NaCl (A = 4 Å and V = 2.3 V). Image taken

1 Å closer than the set point of ∆f = -0.7 Hz and V = 0.4 V. Scale bar is 5 Å.

molecular orbital (LUMO) of the molecule is accessed and an electron from the tip is attached76

to DINP at about 1.85 V, as shown in Fig. 2 (a), creating an anion. By reversing the direction77

of the voltage sweep, the additional electron is detached from DINP to the tip at about78

1.75 V, turning DINP neutral again. The difference of attachment and detachment energy79

is related to the reorganization energy. However, the stochastic nature of the tunneling80

process and the broadened energy levels cause a significant variation of the voltages of81

individual attachment and detachment events. A more elaborate and qualitatively different82

experiment is needed to quantify the attachment and detachment energies, as described83

recently [33]. The electron attachment/detachment cycle can be consecutively performed84

and indicates that the DINP anion is structurally stable on NaCl. Another proof of the85

DINP anion stability is the constant-height AFM image taken at 2.3 V (Fig. 1 (c)), when86

DINP is already singly negatively charged. The DINP cation is also stable (see supplemental87

material for details). The stability of the singly charged species suggests the possibility of88

using DINP as means to transfer single electrons and holes between such molecules [32, 34].89
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FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) ∆f (V ) spectra on DINP for the reversible single-electron attachment

(upper spectrum) and detachment (lower spectrum). (b) ∆f (V ) spectrum for the double charging

of DINP. Insets correspond to the magnified circled regions of the first and second electron attach-

ment, respectively. Sample voltage sweep is from 1.3 V to 3.5 V (black trace). The reverse sweep

is shown as a red trace. (c) Constant-height AFM images before (left, same as Fig. 1c) and after

(right) attaching two electrons to DINP. Right image (A = 4 Å and V = 2.4 V) is taken 4 Å closer

than the set point value of ∆f = - 0.7 Hz and V = 0.4 V. Scale bars are 5 Å.

The attachment of two electrons to DINP is shown in the ∆f (V ) spectrum in Fig. 2 (b).90

At V = 1.79 V an electron is attached to the neutral DINP, similarly to Fig. 2 (a). By91

continuing ramping to higher positive sample voltages, at 3.17 V another step in the ∆f (V )92

spectrum is observed, signaling the attachment of the second electron to DINP. The increase93

in voltage for the attachment of the second electron compared to the first is related to the94

Coulomb repulsion energy. In stark contrast to the single-electron charging experiment95

(Fig. 2 (a)), the ∆f (V ) spectrum is featureless when sweeping the sample voltage back96

to 0 V after attachment of the second electron (Fig. 2 (b)), i.e, steps in ∆f (V ) indicating97

electron transfer are not observed. Constant-height AFM images taken before and after the98
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attachment of the second electron are shown in Fig. 2 (c). After doubly charging DINP,99

one large and two smaller rounded features are observed. The large feature corresponds to100

the hydrocarbon backbone of the molecule, i.e. the aryne [31]. The two smaller features101

are assigned to single iodines. Hence, by attaching two electrons to DINP, both iodines are102

dissociated from the molecule, yielding aryne and two separated iodines. The charge state103

of the products will be discussed below.104

Next, the behavior of the fragmented units upon sweeping V to negative values is in-105

vestigated. After a neutral DINP (Fig. 3 (a)) is doubly negatively charged by sweeping to106

large positive V (about 3.5 V), undergoing the fragmentation process (Fig. 3 (b)), V is then107

swept to -1.5 V. The corresponding ∆f (V ) spectrum shown in Fig. 3 (c) presents a step at108

-0.8 V. A constant-∆f AFM image (Fig. 3 (d)) obtained after the spectrum evidences the109

same contrast as for the intact DINP before dissociation (Fig. 3 (a)). Hence, by sweeping110

to negative sample voltages, the iodines are reattached to aryne, forming DINP. In some111

cases, instead of one ∆f step, we can also observe two minor ∆f steps when the iodines are112

reattached (details in the supplemental material).113

To prove the reversibility of the chemical reaction, a repeated voltage ramp is performed.114

First, two electrons are attached to DINP, by sweeping the sample voltage to 3.5 V. After-115

wards, the sample voltage is swept to -1.5 V, leading to the reattachment of the iodines to116

aryne. Such sequence, sequentially executed three times, is shown in Fig. 3 (e) with the117

∆f (t) and the corresponding V (t) spectra, the steps in ∆f (t) indicate electron transfers118

and reactions as assigned in the individual voltage sweeps in Fig. 2 (b) and Fig. 3 (b). The119

constant-∆f AFM images taken before and after the repeated sweep reveal identical con-120

trasts for DINP proving that the molecule is reversibly dissociated (AFM images are shown121

in the supplemental material).122

To elucidate the dissociation mechanism upon two-electron-attachment, a single iodine123

on NaCl is investigated (details in the supplemental material). The charge-state transitions124

are evaluated by the ∆f (V ) spectrum with the tip above such an adatom. The upper panel125

in Fig. 4 (a) evidences that while sweeping from positive to negative sample voltages, a ∆f126

step occurs at around -1.4 V. Hence, the charge state of the iodine has changed. By reverting127

the sample voltage sweep, a ∆f step occurs at around -0.3 V, reverting to the initial charge128

state. This can be concluded because the ∆f (V ) trace is the same as the initial ∆f (V ) trace.129

No further ∆f transitions are measured from -2.5 V to 3 V (supplemental material). Because130
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a, b, d) Sequential constant–∆f images of (a) DINP prior dissociation,

(b) dissociated DINP after two-electron attachment and before the spectrum in (c) was performed

and (d) after performing the spectrum in (c). Image set points are the same (∆f = -0.5 Hz and V

= 0.4 V) and A = 6 Å. Scale bars are 10 Å. (c) ∆f (V ) spectra on aryne and iodines. The V sweep

starts from 1.7 V above the dissociated DINP. First V is swept to -1.7 V (black trace). The reverse

sweep is shown as a red trace and ends at 0.4 V. (e) ∆f (t) spectrum of consecutive sample voltage

ramps above DINP. The dissociation (D) and restoration (R) of the C-I bonds are indicated in

the spectrum. The different total charge-states of the system are indicated by gray levels in the

image. The system is composed of DINP, while neutral and negatively charged, and aryne plus two

iodines after being doubly negatively charged. Black trace corresponds to sample voltage sweeps

from negative to positive values, whereas the red trace corresponds to the opposite. Constant-∆f

images of DINP before and after the spectrum in (e) are included in the supplemental material.
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of the large ionization energy of an iodine (10.5 eV) the switching to the positive charge131

state can be ruled out. Moreover, the electron affinity of iodine is large (3.5 eV) [35, 36].132

Therefore, we assign the observed charge state transitions of iodine to transitions between133

the negative and neutral charge state.134

DFT calculations were performed using the FHI-AIMS code [37]. Each one of the possible135

charged components, aryne and iodine, was independently investigated on a 4 layer thick136

NaCl slab composed of 256 atoms. The geometry of the given system was optimized with137

the tight basis defaults. For structural relaxation, the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof exchange-138

correlation functional was applied [38] with vdW correction [39]. The convergence criteria139

for the total forces was 10−3 eV/Å and for the total energy it was set to 10−5 eV. The140

calculations of the total energies of the different products (aryne and iodines) with different141

charge configurations (0, −1 and −2), plotted in Fig. 4 (b), show that the configuration with142

a neutral aryne and two negatively charged iodines (iodides) has the lowest total energy143

for a system whose total charge configuration is two electrons. The closest charge-state144

configuration in energy is the doubly negatively charged DINP, almost 1 eV higher in energy.145

Based on the experimental evidence of the necessary number of additional electrons for146

the dissociation to take place and the insight gained with the DFT calculations, the most147

feasible mechanism is that of Coulombic explosion [40, 41]. After attaching two electrons to148

DINP, the dissociation takes place to reduce the Coulomb repulsion. In contrast to the Au-149

PTCDA switch on bilayer NaCl [42], different charge-states on thicker insulating films are150

long-lived because of the decoupling from the metal substrate by the multilayer insulating151

film and do not necessarily require stabilization by ionic relaxations in the film [2, 43, 44].152

Another important point is that the total charge-state of the complex can be precisely153

inferred by following the ∆f (V ) spectra. The experiment shows also that reformation of154

the iodine bonds occurs by charging. In contrast to the dissociation, only a single ∆f (V )155

step is observed, indicating that two electrons are removed at this specific voltage. The156

repeated dissociation of DINP after its restoration evidences that it becomes neutralized in157

the ∆f (V ) step associated with the DINP reformation. The bond reformation could be158

explained by the following tentatively assigned mechanism: When we reach the HOMO of159

the aryne in the negative voltage sweep, it gets singly positively charged. This leads, on time160

scales that are much faster than our AFM’s time resolution (about 0.1 s) to the following161

cascade of events: First, upon charging the aryne positively an iodide attacks aryne forming162
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a C-I bond. This leads to a neutral iodonaphthoperylene (INP) radical. Second, the INP163

HOMO (due to the uneven number of electrons it is a singly occupied molecular orbital)164

is expected at even higher energies compared to the aryne’s HOMO, thus the radical gets165

quickly charged positively again at the voltage applied. Third, the positive charge of the166

radical triggers the attack of the second iodide to form another C-I bond leading to a neutral167

DINP molecule. Comparison with the measurements on individual iodine/iodide rule out168

the neutralization of the iodides by hole attachment at voltages larger than -1 V. Moreover,169

charging the aryne doubly positive before the iodines are reattached would result in two170

well separated ∆f steps for the charging events at different voltage, because of Coulomb171

repulsion. The reaction pathways for different charge states are summarized in Fig. 4 (c).172

To conclude, we demonstrated molecular bond dissociation and formation by atomic173

manipulation on an insulator by employing dianionic charge states. The system was inves-174

tigated by AFM with the charge-state changes of the reactant being surveyed with Kelvin175

probe force spectroscopy. By attaching two electrons to the molecule, the fragmentation176

occurred. The high yield of this process based on the attachment of two long-lived elec-177

trons is attributed to the breaking of the halogen-carbon bond as a result of the Coulomb178

repulsion. Furthermore, the halogen-carbon bonds could be consistently reformed by what179

is tentatively assigned to Coulomb attraction. The molecule studied here is exemplary of180

molecular systems where the transfer of a single charge is stable, but further addition of181

charges result in induced chemical reactions. Thus, such systems can be employed to both182

transfer charge between molecules by electron hopping [32] and to induce reversibly chemical183

reactions by charge attachment.184
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FIG. 4. (Color online) (a) ∆f (V ) spectra on top of a single iodine. From positive to negative

sample voltage (upper panel) and the reverse sweep (lower panel). The inset displays a constant-

∆f image of an iodide (∆f = -0.7 Hz, V = 0.4 V and A = 6 Å) with a scale bar of 5 Å. Black and

white scale ranges from 0 Å to 2.3 Å. (b) Calculated total energies for different chemical products

with varied charge-state configurations on top of NaCl. (c) Reaction pathways for different charge

states. First, the stability of DINP upon single electron attachment. Second, the fragmentation

of the anionic DINP upon electron attachment. Third, the C-I bond restoration upon doubly

charging aryne and two iodines. Fourth, the C-I restoration hypothesis where the aryne gets

positively charged, then, an iodide attacks the positively charged aryne forming INP. Without the

need to further decrease the voltage, INP gets positively charged. Finally, another iodide attacks

the positively charged INP, forming DINP.
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DINP CATION AND DICATION STABILITY

In Fig. 1 we show that the DINP is stable in the singly and doubly positively charged

states. This is showcased by reversibly attaching one and two holes to DINP, respectively.

0 + ++ + 0

FIG. 1. ∆f (V ) spectroscopy. V is swept from -0.2 V to -5 V. ∆f (upper panel) and V (lower

panel) are shown as a function of time on DINP for sequential hole attachments and detachment.

PRODUCTS COMPARISON BY DIFFERENCE IN AFM IMAGES

We compare the differences between AFM images of pristine DINP, shown in Fig. 2 (a),

with AFM images of DINP after being doubly charged, shown in Fig. 2 (b). The difference

image, obtained by subtracting the AFM images is shown in Fig. 2 (d). It evidences two

lobes which we assign to the iodines that were dissociated from the molecule. An inverted

contrast (Fig. 2 (e)) is obtained in the difference image when comparing an AFM image

of the restored DINP upon two-holes attachment, Fig. 2 (c), with an AFM image of the

fragmented DINP molecule, Fig. 2 (b). The absence of noticeable contrast between AFM

images Fig. 2 (c) and Fig. 2 (a) shown as difference images in Fig. 2 (f) further demonstrates

that the DINP molecule is intact upon two-hole attachment.
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FIG. 2. (a–c) Sequential constant-∆f images of (a) DINP, (b) dissociated DINP after attachment

of two electrons and (c) after performing the spectrum in Fig. 3c of the main article. Set points in

the images are the same (∆f = -0.5 Hz and V = 0.4 V). The images are the same as in Fig. 3b–d

in the main article. The scale in the images range from 0 (black) to 10 Å (white). (d) Difference

image between (b) and (a). (e) Difference image between (c) and (b). (f) Image difference between

(c) and (a).

DOUBLE ∆F STEPS UPON C-I REFORMATION

As stated in the main text, sweeping the sample voltage to negative values while the tip

is on top of a dissociated DINP, there are two ∆f behaviors observed. A single ∆f step, as

shown in Fig. 3c of the main text, is observed in most cases. In some cases there are two

consecutive ∆f steps observed, as shown in Fig. 3. Both behaviors yield the same result -

the ∆f parabola is the same as of the neutral DINP.

SPECTROSCOPY ON IODINES

A single iodine is investigated in Fig. 4 by performing a ∆f (V) spectrum. The iodine is

obtained in the fragmentation process of DINP. Sometimes the iodines move away from aryne

by several NaCl lattice constants, preventing the C-I bond restoration. By placing the tip on

top of the iodines and charging them, they may move. With such procedure, we isolated the

iodines. From the fragmented molecules, approximately 50% have one of the iodines moving

further away, such that the C-I bond restoration cannot be established. The average center-
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FIG. 3. ∆f (V ) spectra on aryne and iodines. The voltage sweep starts from 0.4 V and goes to -1 V

(black trace). The reverse sweep is shown as a red trace.

to-center distance between iodines and the center of aryne is then approximately 11 Å or

larger. The average center-to-center distance between iodines and aryne for the molecules

that we managed to restored is approximately 9 Å.

DISCUSSION ABOUT CHARGE-STATE TRANSITION DISCERNMENT

The main characteristic used in discerning a charge-state transition is the difference

between ∆f (V ) for distinct charge states of an adsorbate. For charge-state transitions

where there is visible difference in this value (meaning a larger ∆f difference than the noise

in the ∆f ), a charge-state transition is observed as a step in the ∆f (V ) spectrum. If this

condition is not encountered, a charge-state transition can still be evaluated by comparing

the resulting parabolas. This is an effect of the local contact potential difference change due

to charging of the adsorbate. Whether a charge-state transition is clearly observed as a ∆f

step will depend on the tip geometry and more importantly on how large is the absolute

voltage difference between the local contact potential difference and the voltage for which

the charge-state transition has occurred. As an example, we highlight Fig. 4 where the
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I0 I-

FIG. 4. ∆f (V ) spectra on top of a single iodine. Black trace goes from positive (0.4 V) to

negative sample voltages (-2.5 V). Red trace goes from negative (-2.5 V) to positive (+3.0 V)

sample voltages.

I−1 → I0 transition is clearly observed at approximately -1.5 V but the opposite charge state

transition cannot be pinpointed by a ∆f step. However, after 0 V the red and the black

traces appear to follow the same parabola, meaning that the I0 → I−1 has occurred. A

spectrum performed with reduced sample voltage speed, as seen in Fig. 4(a) of the main

article, clearly depicts both charge-state transitions.

SLIGHT ADSORBATE MOVEMENT UPON CONSECUTIVE BREAKING AND

FORMING OF C-I BONDS

We note that in the ∆f spectra for DINP in Fig. 3e of the main manuscript, another

step, smaller in height than the step corresponding to a molecular charge-state transition,

is observed at around 3.1 V (such ∆f step appears at times 35 s, 135 s and 236 s in Fig.

3e) while sweeping the sample voltage to negative values. We attribute this step to a slight

movement of the adsorbates. After consecutively fragmenting and reestablishing the iodine

bonds three times, DINP translated closer to the NaCl step edge. This is demonstrated
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by comparing AFM images before (Fig. 5 (a)) and after (Fig. 5 (b)) the ∆f spectrum with

consecutive voltage ramps in the main text.

(a) (b) (c)before after difference

FIG. 5. (a–c) Sequential constant-∆f images of DINP before (a) and after (b) consecutively

dissociating and reforming the I-C bonds in the spectrum shown in Fig. 3e of the main article.

Set points in the images are the same (∆f = -0.3 Hz and V = 0.4 V). Scale bar is 10 Å. Red crosses

are drawn as a guide to the eye marking fixed positions in the image frame. (c) Difference image

between (b) and (a), showcasing a lateral movement of the molecule to the left-hand side.

In Fig. 6 we show a ∆f (t) spectrum of the fragmentation of DINP without such additional

∆f step. Two steps in ∆f are observed, each indicating a single-electron transfer to the

molecule.
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FIG. 6. ∆f (t) spectrum of consecutive electron attachment to DINP.
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